Introduction.
Given two topological spaces X and F and a continuous map v: X-> Y, it is natural to ask how the homotopy groups of the function space Yx with the base point v are algebraically related to homotopy type invariants of X, Y and v. Assuming that X is a finite dimensional cellular space and that F is simple in all dimensions, we shall partially answer this question by constructing an exact couple with an associated spectral sequence whose second term is the direct sum of the cohomology groups of X with coefficients in the homotopy groups of F, and whose limit group is the direct sum of the composition factors of certain normal chains for the homotopy groups of Yx. Of course in order to compute this limit group in specific cases one must know enough about the homotopy type of X, Y and v to interpret the higher differential operators in terms of more familiar operations, as we shall do in some illustrative examples. We also construct examples to show that tti(Yx, v) may be non-abelian despite the simplicity of F, a fact which forces us to allow non-abelian groups in certain parts of our exact couples(2).
2. Basic facts about exact couples. We slightly generalize the definition first given by Massey in [l ] and say that an exact couple A --^>A \A c is an algebraic system consisting of a group A (not necessarily abelian), an abelian group C, and three homomorphisms /, g, h as in the diagram with image/ = kernel g, image g = kernel h, image h = kernel/.
It follows that g o h is an endomorphism of C with (g o h)2 = 0, whence one may form the homology group 27(C, go h) = kernel (g o A)/image (go h).
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Thus 7° = {{9}, where 0 is the point all of whose coordinates are 0. For any space S and any point sdS we regard Trn(S, s) in the usual manner (see [6] ) as the set of all arcwise components of the function space (S,sV'n-i\
Here we include the case in which w = 0; while in general 7r0(S, s) is not naturally endowed with a group structure, such a structure will conveniently appear in our particular applications. We recall that the maps (5> 5)a".r") <_ (5, 5)"n+V> -(S, s)«n+1.»> corresponding to the inclusions (7n, In)d(In+1, 7")D(7n+1, 6) induce one-toone correspondences between the arcwise components of these three function spaces. Thus any map u of (7", 7") or (7n+1, 9) into (S, s) represents unambiguously an element (u) oi 7rn(S, s).
We shall use the following form of the homotopy addition theorem (where w=:l): For » = 1, 2, • • • , m let a,:7n->7n+1 be a continuous map which is univalent on In-i" and let i?,=a<(7n-7").
Suppose the sets Rx, i?2, • • • , Rm are disjoint and 8:in+1-*S is a continuous map such that ph^1-u r\ = {s}.
If S is n-simple, then
where ti is the degree of the map
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ai:(7», 7") ->(7-+1, 7"+l -Ri) defined in terms of orientations consistent with the inclusions (In, /•) C (7"+1, 7") D 7"+1 C (7"+1, /"+1 -Ri).
4. Description of the exact couple \J(K, Y, v). Suppose K is a cell complex on the topological space X. By "cell complex" we mean essentially a "CW complex" or a "CW decomposition of X" as described in [9] and [8], though we find it more convenient to regard the w-cells of K not as subsets of X but rather as continuous maps of the w-cube 7n into X, the "characteristic maps." Then the a-skeleton Kq is the union of the ranges of all cells with dimension^ a. Suppose further that Yis an arcwise connected topological space whose fundamental group is abelian and operates trivially on the. higher homotopy groups, and suppose V.X^Y and with the corresponding exact homotopy sequences
It will be seen in the next two sections that the group iri(Fq, vg) is abelian and that the set iro(Fq, vq) can be given an abelian group structure with respect to which the boundary operator from 7Ti( C/9_i, vq-i) is a homomorphism. We also note that Kq and vq are empty and Uq = Fq={vq] in case a<0, and that Uo = F0. is induced by the inclusion F"dUq if p = 0 and is trivial if p<0.
The above procedure of combining a sequence of related exact sequences into a single exact couple is the same as that followed by Massey [l ] in several algebraically analogous situations.
Of course the graded structure of the exact couple V(K, Y, v) is inherited by its wth derived couple V(n)(7C, Y, v), which contains the exact sequences IFe conclude that (B)
Using this result one may easily verify that the map
is a homomorphism. Of course we already know this for p> 1, because in this case the boundary operator g associated with rq+i is a homomorphism and y is a homomorphism as a consequence of the preceding section. Now however, after verification that y o g is a homomorphism also for p = 1, we note that the set
is a subgroup of the abelian group C*»[K, T^Y)];
recall from the preceding section that y is univalent, and give Co,q+i a group structure by requiring that y shall be an isomorphism. Then, since y o g is a homomorphism, so is g=y_1 o (yog). We observe that in any event the sets <p(Iq-Iq) corresponding to distinct elements <f> oi <J> are disjoint, and <£ is finite. Our condition implies (but is not equivalent to) the statement that all a-dimensional faces of a in K are of the type a o <p for some (not necessarily unique) element <f> of <i>. The condition holds for all the classical examples of cell complexes for which incidence matrices can be computed explicitly. Moreover one may associate in well known fashion with every cell complex another complex of the same homotopy type and satisfying the above condition.
Suppose a^l, cCCp,q and a:78+1->X is a q + 1 cell of K. Combining these results we find that (yocf«»)(C)(«r) = (-1)« Y degree (4>)-y(c)(ao ^.
Now suppose the cell complex K is oriented as follows: For w = 0, 1, 2, • • • let wn be a generator of 77"(7", 7n) such that if w = 1 then w" is mapped onto co"_i by the canonical isomorphisms 77n(7», 7") ~ 77n_i(7", 7""1) ~ fl*-»(7-S 7"-1).
Then orient the chain group Cn(K) =Hn(Kn, Kn-i) by choosing as generators the elements r*(w") corresponding to the w-cells r:(In, In)->(Kn, 7C"_i) of K.
It readily follows from these conventions that 
FUNCTION SPACES 351°[ y(c)](<r) = E degree (<t>)-y(c)(o-o<t>).
Thus (y o dm)(c)(<r) = ( -l)"(d o y)(c)(cr), as was to be shown. For a = 0 certain parts of the preceding argument would be meaningless, but one may follow it up to the definition of 7\ and replace the remainder by much simpler reasoning.
We conclude that for p^O and a^0 the chain transformation y induces isomorphisms y*:Cp!q-+H9[K, rr^Y)], which are onto in case p^l.
The result just obtained gives only a partial description of the groups Co!s> but this does not really matter because C^ = {o}. In fact one may verify quite directly that d<«-1'(C,%-1)) = C&-". Assuming now that dim X = Q<<n, so that the chain descends in Q+1 steps to Gp,q= {o}, we shall prove that Gp,q-i/Gv,q ~ Cp," for n S; max (a, Q -q).
In fact if n}tQ -q, then that Gj,,3_i/Gpi(,~pg+(Gp,s_i) = kernel (f{n)\Af£). Furthermore the exact couple V(n)(2C, F, v) contains in case «^a the exact sequence fnl aw gM ^ hM aw fM "<"> {Uj -ylp+ii9_"_i-> Cp>9-> Ap,q-> APtq-X which shows that kernel (/("»|^^9)~CP"9. In §11 we shall construct examples which show that iti( Yx, v) can be nonabelian, in spite of our assumption that F is simple in all dimensions. However, since the groups Cx,q are abelian, the above normal chain shows that 7Ti(Fx, v) is solvable. Actually the following stronger statement is true: wx(Yx, v) is nilpotent and, more generally, for every p=-l the group irp(Yz, v) is nilpotent with respect to the operation of irx(Yx, v). We shall in fact verify presently that of all the derived couples. We shall prove that in case <p is a homotopy equivalence <6*(1) is an isomorphism onto.
First we verify that to every homotopy «i>:XX7-*X joining two cellular maps cpo and <pi correspond commutative diagrams
where a is the isomorphism induced by the curve F:7-+ Yx, V(l)(x) = (8o*)(*, t) for t d I and x d X.
Since every homotopy can be deformed into a cellular homotopy, with the same a, we may assume that $ is cellular, which means that $(Kq XI are also isomorphisms onto. Now we are ready to prove our assertion that the homomorphism <p*(1) induced by a homotopy equivalence <p:X-+X is an isomorphism onto. Let \p: X->X be a cellular homotopy inverse of <f>. Since <p o \p is homotopic to the identity map of X, with (<j> o \p)t =\p* o <p*, the superposition of the two homomorphisms
is an isomorphism onto. Therefore <p' (1) is an isomorphism, and in order to show that 0'u) is onto it is sufficient to show that ^ (1) is an isomorphism. However this follows from the fact that the superposition of the two homomorphisms
is an isomorphism onto, because \p o <p is homotopic to the identity map of X. In view of the facts just established, and noting also the rather trivial effect of replacing F by another space of the same homotopy type, we conclude that the first derived couple V(1)(7T, F, v) is an invariant of the homotopy type of (X, Y, v). It follows of course that the same is true for all the higher derived couples.
10. Two examples. Here we indicate how our method operates in two relatively simple special cases. While these particular results are not new, our method led to their independent rediscovery, and we consider them interesting illustrations.
Later, in §14, we shall carry out the solution of a more original example.
First suppose II is an abelian group, m^l, 7r",(F)~II, 7r<(F) = {o} for i¥-m, X is a finite dimensional cellular space, and vCYx-Then C£j={o} for p + q^m, Cp1X-p^Hn-p(X, II), dw is trivial for «^1, hence where V(a) =[a, (soc)]. This exact sequence was first obtained by G. W. Whitehead in [7] , without the assumption of simplicity of Y, through direct study of the fibre map rm: Yx-+Yu).
11. The nonsimplicity of Yx. In order to construct examples showing that simplicity of F does not imply simplicity of Yx, we shall first prove a general proposition connecting Whitehead products in F with Whitehead products in Ys", where Sm is an m-sphere and where F need not be simple. No implicit assumptions of simplicity will be made in this section, which is independent of the rest of the paper. We shall prove: our first proposition implies that ((S2)SI, v) is not 2-simple, while the corollary implies that (7) (') The referee pointed out to us that the structure of this group has been completely determined by W. G. Barratt, on p. 95 of the paper cited in footnote 2. wft, *) = v(x) for ft, *) G t* X K2m-P-i U/'X £_*-i and such that w represents ka while w\ 7pX2£m_p represents kc. Then we consider on a p-sphere Sp a cell complex with a single vertex tCSp and a single p-ce\\ t:(Ip, Ip)->(SP, t), combine this complex with K to obtain a product complex L on the space SpXK2m-p, and define the continuous map w:72m_i = SpX K2m-P-i U {<} X 7r2m_:p-^5m, «k{), *] = wft, *) for ft, *) G 7" X 2c72m_p_i, u(t, x) = v(x) for x C K2m-P.
Using the description of y o g derived in §6 one verifies easily that the obstruction cocycle because XWX = 0 and /1U/1 = 0. Cancelling X we obtain the formula
